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After the operation, Zhang Fan gave the doctor's order in the operating room and didn't
have to grab the computer in the Department. It is very different to operate alone in the
system every day. How fast you do in the system and the assistant of system
configuration can complete it for you if you want to see that place.

In reality, there is a big gap between assistant and system. Not only the assistant
should adapt to the operator, but also the operator should adapt to the assistant. It is a
perfect practice platform in the system, and the condition setting is the most
comprehensive.

Because the old man is too old to spend a night in the ICU. Back to the Department,
the old man's eldest son has been waiting in the Department“ Doctor Zhang has an
operation! How's the old man? What about the two directors? " Zhang Fan didn't need
to tell him who the main knife was. He smiled: "the director seems to have gone to a
meeting. What's the matter? I'm the doctor in charge of your old man. If anything
related to the old man's condition, you can discuss it with me. If I can't decide, I'll
report it to the director. "

"Nothing, just that ~"

"It's all right. Don't worry. It's also my responsibility to solve your concerns."

"Can you use the best medicine? Both directors know about my father." He looked
around and said when he found no one was paying attention.

"No problem. The director has already explained it. Don't worry." After two or three
sentences, Zhang Fan dismissed him. The most important thing about medication is
appropriateness, not price. He can't explain it clearly. Zhang Fan is still busy writing
the operation records. Wang Yanan didn't have the operation and can hang an oil bottle
with his pouted mouth. She can't count on it.

Lao Wang had an operation. After explaining to Chen Qi, he went directly to Ouyang
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for leave. Chen Qi doesn't regret it. Her children are getting older and spend more and
more. Earning more is a little more. At the age of 50, the last golden age of surgeons is
over.

In this knee replacement operation, the equipment was the best, and all kinds of
kickbacks were not small. He gave half to Zhang Fan. When Lao Wang is on vacation,
the distribution right belongs to him.

Why give Zhang Fan half, because he still needs Zhang Fan's help. Although Chen Qi
has had a lot of major surgery, he can see the surgery thousands of times. When he
does it himself, there will still be various problems. At this time, he needs a teacher to
check and platform. Lao Wang is on vacation, and the platform depends on Zhang Fan.

Chen Qi has planned for this kind of joint replacement surgery in the future. He is the
main knife and Zhang Fan is an assistant, and his rebate is also given to Zhang Fan. As
long as he makes several sets himself at this stage when Lao Wang is away, Zhang Fan
helps stand on the stage, Lao Wang can't suppress him in the future.

It's well intentioned to think three steps at a time. There is no right or wrong in Jianghu.

The second Department of orthopedics is restless. The two attending doctors of the
operation had a frightening black face. The other attending doctors in the Department
had been waiting for them to have the operation. They returned to the Department one
step earlier than Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan was still under the doctor's order in the
operating room“ How's it going? Is Lao Wang mad? " Asked one of the attending
doctors.

Under normal circumstances, Lao Wang gets angry and rushes Zhang Fan off the stage.
It can be expected or should be the result. Because of the difficulty of knee surgery,
the main treatment can't be taken down.

"No, Lao Wang didn't say a word from beginning to end. I'm in a bad mood. I can only
say that Zhang Fan is very strong and has crushed me. " Luo Jin said, took off his
white coat and left.

Everyone looked at Yuan Tao. He just nodded. He also took off his white coat and left
the Department. Luo Jin was really depressed and went home to sulk, while yuan Tao
went to find a way. What way: study! Go to a big hospital for further study. Find
someone to persuade Ouyang. Who do you want? Of course, it's a higher-level leader.



The two seed players of the second Department of orthopedics were beaten by Zhang
Fan, looking like they were born without love. There are schadenfreudes and
sympathizers in the Department, but most of them are indifferent. If Lao Wang doesn't
take any measures next, the hearts of the second Department of orthopedics will be
scattered.

Zhang Fan doesn't know anything about these things. Even if he knows, he can't help it.
People are selfish. Zhang fan can't give up his promotion in order to take care of
everyone's mood and interests. Even if you know, Zhang Fan will work harder to do
more surgery, because there are only a few resources. You will never have a chance if
you don't strive for it. Don't count on the mercy of others.

The next day, the surgical instruments were divided by Chen Qi to Zhang Fan.
Originally, they had to wait for a month. The instrument manufacturers settled once a
month. But Chen Qi was in a hurry and hurried to check out. Lao Wang took a
vacation, and Chen Qi has the final say. I can't help it. I can only settle it the next day.

"Doctor Zhang, I saw Lao Chen's level yesterday. No, you're this. " He raised his
thumb.

"Director, you're kidding me again."

"Modest, too modest. This is yesterday's hard work. Take it well. I gained a lot after
watching your operation yesterday. When there is a joint replacement operation, please
ask Dr. Zhang for more advice. "

"Hehe, the director is really sorry for what I said." Zhang Fan said, holding the
envelope in his hand. He didn't think about Chen Qi at all. I wonder how much I can
have.

Chen Qi can't help it. He doesn't practice the operation quickly. When Lao Wang
returns, he has no chance. If you don't want to be ashamed, you don't need to be
ashamed. He added: "you have to work harder these days. The director has a rest. You
have more surgery. You don't have to worry about the hard cost."

This is the only word that entered Zhang Fan's mind, "don't worry, you can play
wherever you mean."

"Hehe! OK. " When talking about the cost, Zhang Fan's eyes lit up. Chen Qi knew
what to do as soon as he saw it. He patted Zhang Fan on the shoulder and said.

After work, Zhang Fan ordered some money, a lot! With a little more, the kitchen can
be decorated this month.



Li Xiao's third treatment has been more than half, and the effect is getting better and
better. Now there is no obvious pain. For Zhang Fan's words, special attention is paid
now. If Zhang Fan lets her exercise, she will exercise unremittingly. The experience of
low back pain makes her pay more attention to her health.

"Have you started decorating your house?" At Li Xiao's house, after treatment, Li Xiao
took Zhang Fan to tea.

"Yes! Here we go. " Zhang fan can't drink tea. He thinks it tastes the same.

"You don't say hello. I'll let the decoration team of the company do it for you. After all,
they are professional. All styles are OK. "

"No, I'm not in a hurry to live. I'll decorate it slowly. You're ashamed of the old
trouble."

"Hehe! You are a little too mature and lack of vitality. Don't be polite to me in the
future. That Cherokee is not a new car. Let me give you a new car. What kind of car
do you like. I heard Wang Qian say you like driving. "

"No, I don't need a car. I don't go out in the hospital every day." Zhang Fan quickly
refused. The house has taken a lot of advantage. It's a little too much to ask for a car.

"It's no use. If you don't want a new car, I'll transfer Cherokee to you sometime. Don't
refuse. I have something to ask you in the future."

While Zhang Fan was chatting with Li Xiao, old Chen called: "master, are you busy? I
decided to let Li Liang go to your hospital for further study. Old Zou Nong has no
patient directly."

"OK, I'll contact him tomorrow. You just let him come to the city. "
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